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	STAFF'S FOURTH SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY (NOS. 135-153)
	DEFINITIONS
	INTERROGATORIES
	135. Please refer to page 25 and 26 of the testimony of witness Forrest.  Please provide a detailed history of costs paid and market value and quantity of gas received for each year 2010 through 2014, inclusive, based on the USG agreement with PetroQuest.
	136. When did the Energy and Marketing Trading Business Unit of FPL first develop the idea for FPL to invest in a gas reserve project?
	137. When was the proposal to seek approval of an investment in gas reserves and a set of guidelines for future investments first presented to FPL’s higher management?
	138. When was the proposal to seek approval of an investment in gas reserves and a set of guidelines for future investments first presented to FPL’s Board of Directors?
	139. Please refer to the testimony of witness Forrest, page 46 and lines 11 through 19.  How could FPL quickly curtail customer exposure to the gas reserve revenue requirement?
	140. Please refer to the testimony of witness Forrest, at page 28, line 15, and also page 33, line 4, to answer the following:
	a. Is it correct that the $191 million estimate for capital expenditures under the PetroQuest Agreement (on page 28, line 15) is the maximum estimated investment amount for FPL, and $119 million (on page 33, line 4) is the minimum estimated investment amount?  Please explain your response.
	b. Assuming the $191 million estimate for capital expenditures (as stated on page 28, line 15), provide an E-10 Schedule that will show the bill impact for a residential customer in 2015 using 1,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity.
	c. Assuming the $191 million estimate for capital expenditures (as stated on page 28, line 15), provide an E-10 Schedule that will show the bill impact for a residential customer in 2016 using 1,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity.
	d. Assuming the $119 million estimate for capital expenditures (as stated on page 33, line 4), provide an E-10 Schedule that will show the bill impact for a residential customer in 2015 using 1,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity.
	e. Assuming the $119 million estimate for capital expenditures (as stated on page 33, line 4), provide an E-10 Schedule that will show the bill impact for a residential customer in 2016 using 1,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity.
	f. Exhibit SF-8, attached to the testimony of Sam Forrest, appears to show the results of FPL’s economic evaluation based on the $191 million estimate for capital expenditures under the PetroQuest Agreement.  Please provide a similar schedule based the $119 million estimate referred to on page 33, line 4.

	141. Please refer to the testimony of witness Forrest, at page 39, lines 10-15 to answer the following:
	a. Please identity the 3 most recent “subsequent decisions” that the Commission has made interpreting Order No. 14546, and state why FPL believes each listed Order is relevant or applicable to the fact pattern for the proposed recovery of this gas reserve project.
	b. In Order No. PSC-12-0498-PAA-EI, page 5, and Order No. PSC-14-0309-PAA-EI, page 7, the Commission interpreted Order No. 14546, and allowed the petitioner to recover capital cost through the Fuel Clause, subject to the condition that cost recovery is capped at fuel savings, and that if there are no fuel savings, then the capital recovery is deferred to a future period.  Is this condition relevant or applicable to this gas reserve project?  Please explain your response.
	c. Given that cost recovery was capped at fuel savings in the above-cited cases, should cost recovery for the Woodford project be limited at the concurrent market price of natural gas?  Please explain.
	d. In Order No. PSC-12-0498-PAA-EI, page 5, and PSC-14-0309-PAA-EI, page 7, the Commission interpreted Order No. 14546, and allowed the petitioner to recover capital cost through the Fuel Clause, subject to the condition that cost recovery is capped at fuel savings, and that if there are no fuel savings, then the capital recovery is deferred to a future period.  Should this condition be incorporated into the Gas Reserve Guidelines (Exhibit SF-9) for future gas reserves projects?  Please explain your response.
	e. Given that cost recovery was capped at fuel savings in the above-cited cases, should cost recovery for the projects subject to the Gas Reserve Guidelines be limited to the concurrent market price of natural gas?  Please explain.

	142. For purposes of the following interrogatory, please refer to the testimony of witness Ousdahl, page 18, line 17.  How many “reservoir” or “field level” aggregations does FPL project for the entire Woodford Project?
	143. What are the typical assets or costs that are included for capitalization under depletion accounting? What assets and costs associated with the Woodford Project does FPL project capitalizing and recovering through depletion?
	144. Please provide a generic example of how depletion accounting of a hydraulically fractured natural gas well is mathematically performed, including all inputs and calculations.
	145. For purposes of the following interrogatory, please refer to the testimony of witness Ousdahl, page 25, lines 11-21.  Please provide FPL’s estimated annual depletion expense associated with the Woodford Project, by year, for the first three years of operation. Please show all calculation steps.
	146. Refer to the testimony of witness Taylor, Exhibit TT-9 page 1. Please complete the following table below showing the annual probability over the next 10 years that the project will be economic to drill (i.e. the cost of the drilling for gas, or Column F / Column C, will be below the Henry Hub market price, column D). Please describe the method and assumptions that FPL used to calculate the probability that the cost of drilling for gas is below the Henry Hub market price.
	147. Please complete the following table below to provide an expected annual margin (drilling cost in $/mmbtu less gas price in $/mmbtu as referred to in interrogatory # 135) and an expected annual standard deviation ($/mmbtu) of margin from FPL’s proposed gas reserve drilling program.
	148. Refer to the “Sensitivity Cases for Customer Savings” exhibit on page 38 of witness Forrest’s direct testimony. The matrix shows low, base, and high production levels and low, base, and high fuel price levels. Please complete the table below to provide probabilities for the life of the wells.
	149. The U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy Information Administration (EIA) forecasted future Henry Hub gas prices in its Annual Energy Outlook 2014. The EIA link is http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/MT_naturalgas.cfm#natgas_pricefactor. The EIA’s forecasts for Henry Hub gas are presented below next to the FPL Henry Hub Market Price Forecast from Exhibit SF-8 Pg 1 of 1. Please explain the reasons for the difference between the EIA gas price forecast, released in May 2014, and the FPL forecast.
	150. Does FPL’s natural gas price forecast on Exhibit SF-8 reflect the probability that natural gas, as LNG, will be exported from the United States?  Please explain.
	a. What number of LNG export terminals did the gas price forecast on SF-8 assume?
	b. When are these export terminals expected to begin service?
	c. What is the expected capacity of these export terminals?
	d. Is the production of natural gas-based chemicals and fertilizers, such as methanol and ammonium nitrate, increasing in the U.S.?  If yes, please explain how this affects the natural gas price forecast on SF-8.

	151. Please refer to page 45 of witness Forrest’s testimony, lines 18 through 21.  Please explain the statement “future transactions may not present the level of savings the Woodford Project does”?
	152. Please refer to Exhibit SF-9, the proposed Gas Reserve Guidelines, Guideline 1.D.  Why is it appropriate to have an upper limit on the aggregate amount invested in a particular calendar year and not have an upper limit on the cumulative amount invested in gas reserve projects?
	153. Please refer to Exhibit SF-9, the proposed Gas Reserve Guidelines.  Why do these proposed guidelines not mention standards for counterparty creditworthiness and counterparty risks?
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